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Effect of magnetic islands on the local plasma behavior in a tokamak
experiment

E. D. Taylor,a) C. Cates, M. E. Mauel, D. A. Maurer, D. Nadle, G. A. Navratil,
and M. Shilov
Department of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027

~Received 12 February 2002; accepted 17 June 2002!

Experiments provide simultaneous, local measurements of the pressure and ion velocity
perturbations from rotatingm/n52/1 magnetic islands using Mach probes in a tokamak.
Measurements were made both inside and around the islands. Pressure perturbations followed the
magnetic island motion for both naturally rotating and actively controlled islands. The toroidal ion
velocity profile was sharply peaked near the center of the 2/1 magnetic island, and the magnitude of
this peak was;30% of the magnetic island velocity. Active rotation control experiments also
successfully changed the ion fluid velocity. The acceleration of the ion fluid was;20% of that
experienced by the magnetic islands. Understanding the effect of magnetic islands on the pressure
and ion velocity profiles is crucial for both fundamental plasma studies and the development of more
efficient tokamak using advanced tokamak concepts. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the major limitations on the performance of f
sion devices is the presence of plasma instabilities. Magn
islands are a particularly important limiting instability in th
performance of a wide range of tokamaks.1 These islands
alter the overall magnetic field topology, degrading t
plasma confinement. This degradation can lead to both
ruptions and increased plasma transport far above the c
sionally driven transport levels. Magnetic islands are
confined solely to tokamaks. Islands have also been m
sured in stellarators2 and reverse-field pinches~RFPs!.3 The
elimination of the islands may require an active control te
nique to suppress the instability during the plasma discha

One suppression technique of considerable interest is
tive rotation control.4–8 Magnetic islands in fusion device
generally rotate at the kilohertz range of frequencies. T
island rotation interacts with the background plasma to p
duce rotating perturbations in the plasma pressure and ve
ity profiles. Active rotation control attempts to use this inte
action to produce damping forces in order to induce
reduction in the island size.8–10 Understanding how the mag
netic islands interact with the plasma, particularly with t
ion fluid velocity, is crucial to understanding and improvin
rotation control techniques.

Experiments have measured the effect of magnetic
lands on the ion fluid velocity. Experiments in the Double
IIID ~DIII-D !11,12 and Joint European Torus~JET!13 toka-
maks studied the effect of static magnetic perturbations
the ion velocity, observing a cessation of ion motion. The
results suggested that the ion fluid moves together with
magnetic islands. However, work on Ohmically heated to
maks measured a difference in the velocity and accelera

a!Present address: Eaton Corporation, Vacuum Interrupter Technology D
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between the magnetic islands and the ion fluid. The Comp
Assembly-C ~COMPASS-C!14 and JAERI ~Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute! Fusion Torus–2M~JFT-2M!15 to-
kamaks measured the separate motion of the ion fluid
magnetic islands during active rotation control experimen

The COMPASS-C experiment used a system of exter
coils to produce a stationary 2/1 magnetic island.14 The ap-
pearance of this stationary island reduced the ion velocit
the q;2 surface by27 kHz. However, natural 2/1 island
rotated at about 14 kHz, which would correspond to a cha
in the island velocity of214 kHz. Hender attempted to ex
plain this difference by attributing it to either a large shear
the velocity profile creating erroneous ion velocity measu
ments, or that the island flattened the pressure profile wh
would reduce diamagnetic velocity.

The JFT-2M tokamak observed similar behavior duri
active rotation control experiments.15 Frequency ramp reso
nant magnetic perturbations succeeded in changing both
magnetic island and ion velocities. However, the accelera
experienced by the island was three times larger than
experienced by the ion fluid. One explanation offered s
gested that the ‘‘no-slip’’ condition between the island a
the plasma might not always hold, which is possible if pre
sure gradients and/or neutral damping are present.

The complex island perturbation behavior highlights t
need for detailed experimental measurements. In particu
the velocity difference between the ion fluid and the ma
netic island raises the question of how the pressure pertu
tions behave in such circumstances. Since the magneti
lands produce changes in both the ion velocity and pres
profiles, studies would need to include simultaneous m
surements of both the pressure perturbation and ion velo
These results could then provide the experimental data
essary to design and evaluate models of the interaction
tween magnetic islands and the plasma. The experime
t.,
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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work on the HBT–EP~High Beta Tokamak–Extended Puls!
tokamak fills this need by simultaneously measuring
magnetic island motion, ion fluid velocity, and pressure p
turbation inside and around 2/1 magnetic islands in an Oh
cally heated tokamak.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The HBT–EP~High Beta Tokamak–Extended Pulse! to-
kamak is an experiment studying the behavior and contro
instabilities relevant to magnetic fusion.4,5 Table I lists some
key parameters of this experiment. The experiment use
array of diagnostics and an active rotation control system
study the behavior of magnetic islands. In particular, Ma
probes made extensive measurements of the pressure
velocity perturbations due to the magnetic islands.

The key features for the study of magnetic islands
HBT–EP were the diagnostics and the external rotation c
trol system. Magnetic islands create distinct perturbation
the magnetic field, with each type of island~2/1, 3/2, 3/1,
etc.! possessing its own signature. This signature allows
the external detection of the internal island.16 In addition, the
magnetic island structure resonantly interacts with exte
fields with the same structure. This allows the external c
trol of the island velocity by imposing a rotating resona
magnetic perturbation~RMP! on the plasma.4,5

Although Langmuir and Mach probes can provide
wealth of critical information on plasmas,17 the application
of these diagnostics to tokamaks has largely focused on
edge plasma in tokamak experiments.18–21The two main ex-
perimental difficulties are the perturbation of the over
plasma behavior and melting of the probes. The probe
tem on HBT–EP overcame the perturbation issue by red
ing the probe dimensions, and by using two probes at se
rate locations to measure the local perturbation from pr
insertion. The melting problem was managed through
careful selection of material for the probe tip and electro
materials.22

The Mach probe is a directional version of the Langm
probe measuring the ratio of the ion velocity to the plas
sound speed. The electrode of the Langmuir probe is cu
half, separated by an insulator, and oriented orthogonal to
flow to produce an upstream and downstream electrode.
separation provides the directionality necessary to mea
the velocity. The velocity is calculated using a theory dev
oped by Hutchinson for the ion saturation current measu
by probes in a strong magnetic field.23 This theory models

TABLE I. Plasma parameters for HBT–EP.

Major radiusR 94 cm
Minor radiusa 13 cm
Plasma currentI p 14 kA
Toroidal fieldBT 0.34 T
Pulse length 8–10 ms
Peak electron temperatureTe 150 eV
Plasma densityne 631018 l/m3
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the flow along the magnetic field, which in a tokamak
effectively the toroidal direction. The formula is

M5
n

cs
5

1

2
logS I up

I down
D , ~1!

whereM is the Mach number,n is the ion velocity,I up and
I down are the ion saturation currents for the up and do
stream probes, respectively, andcs is the ion sound speed
Since the Mach probe is a Langmuir probe cut in half, it
reasonable to expect that adding both the side probe sig
together will reproduce the single probe behavior. The m
of the up and down stream electrode currents demons
little dependence on the Mach number, and reproduce the
saturation current formula.23

Experiments in the KAIST~Korea Advanced Institute o
Science and Technology! tokamak reproduced the logarith
mic relationship between the ion velocity and ratio of the i
saturation currents.24 Other theories exist for the interpreta
tion of Mach probe signals, most notably the theory dev
oped by Stangeby.25 The paper by Peterson summarizes a
compares several of these models.26 However, the difference
between the theories is significant only at large Mach nu
bers. For the typical range of Mach numbers on HBT–E
the models converge.

The effect of the probes on the global and local plas
behavior determined their insertion limits. The presence
two separate probes allowed for the independent verifica
of the measurements, as well as the quantification of
local plasma perturbation from the probe.22 For r /a.0.692,
the location of the second probe produced no change in
other probe signal. The limit on insertion due to probe arc
was r /a50.577. The probe limits are plotted in Fig. 1. On
of the probes could be rotated about its long axis betw
shots to verify the directionality of the measurements. F
magnetic island studies, key plasma parameters were
constant between the different shots. The plasma curr
major radial position, edgeq, loop voltage,m52 and m

FIG. 1. Poloidal cross-section illustrating the limits of probe insertion.R is
the outboard major radius,r is the minor radius, anda is the minor radius of
the plasma edge. Probe was inserted from the outboard side.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3940 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 9, September 2002 Taylor et al.
53 fluctuations, line integrated density, and central soft x-
emissions were similar for the discharges.

III. ISLAND PRESSURE PERTURBATIONS

Magnetic island rotation creates rotating perturbations
the magnetic field, density, and temperature.2,19,27–33Under-
standing the behavior of these perturbations is critical to
derstanding the interaction between the magnetic island
the plasma. The time evolution of the amplitude and f
quency necessitates the use of a nonstationary signal ana
technique based on the Hilbert transform in order to cap
the island dynamics.34 The Hilbert transform calculated th
amplitude, phase and frequency of the island signal from
single detector. Other techniques normally require system
multiple detectors. The amplitude and frequency informat
helped determine the success of active rotation control te
niques in both changing the island motion and reducing
magnitude. The phase information allowed the straight
ward comparison of diagnostics at different physical lo
tions and measuring different plasma properties. Knowle
of the phase also allowed the conversion of the station
diagnostic measurements to a frame of reference co-rota
with the magnetic island. This enabled the straightforw
comparison of experimental results to theoretical predictio
The Hilbert transform method compares favorably both
speed and accuracy to spectrogram and quadrature me
of spectral calculations.

Ion saturation current measurements on HBT–EP d
onstrated the effect of magnetic islands on the pressure
file. The first step in this analysis was to connect probe fl
tuations to magnetic island activity. The fluctuations in t
ion saturation current are both localized near the island
follow its amplitude evolution. Figure 2 plots the ion satur
tion current measured at two different major radial positio
in the same shot, one atr /a50.7 and the second closer to th
edge atr /a50.9. Figure 2 also shows the magnetic isla
frequency and amplitude evolution. During the early porti

FIG. 2. Graph~a! plots effect of magnetic island activity on the ion satur
tion current atr /a50.7 (R5103 cm) andr /a50.9 (R5106 cm). Graph~b!
displays the magnetic island frequency and amplitude evolution for
m/n52/1 island during this period.
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of the shot, the probes observe high frequency oscillati
with little coherent structure. As the magnetic island amp
tude increases att;5 ms the probe begins to detect cohere
fluctuations atr /a50.7. These fluctuations follow the evolu
tion of the island amplitude fromt;5 – 6.25 ms. The probe
at r /a;0.9 does not measure fluctuations until later in t
shot at t;6 ms when the island amplitude is large. The
results show that the fluctuations in the ion saturation curr
follow the magnetic island amplitude behavior and are s
tially localized inside the plasma. Voltage scans of the pro
suggested that the ion saturation current perturbation
largely an increase in the local density.22

The radial profile of the pressure perturbation can
converted into a frame corotating with the magnetic isla
using the phase values calculated with the Hilb
transform.34 This analysis generated contour plots of the tim
evolution of the magnetic island as a two-dimensional fu
tion of the phase angle relative to the magnetic perturba
peak and the minor radius. This method allows compari
to magnetic island theories, which often state results in eit
the island frame of reference or in one where the elec
field vanishes. In particular, theories and experiments ten
focus on theO andX point behavior. The toroidal rotation o
the island past the stationary probe produces a toroidal s
of the magnetic island. Data in 0.5 ms intervals were sor
by angle then averaged in intervals of 15°. Each angle c
responds to a toroidal location corotating with the magne
island.

Figures 3 and 4 contain contour plots of the ion satu
tion current versus the minor radius and phase angle rela
to the magnetic islandO point from t53 – 7 ms. Early in the
shot the small magnetic island makes a small perturba
centered atr /a50.654. As the island grows in amplitud
during t54 – 5 ms, the size and extent of the perturbati
increases. Once the island saturates duringt55 – 7 ms, the
perturbation remains constant.

e

FIG. 3. Contour plots illustrating the effect of 2/1 magnetic island grow
on the ion saturation current. Contours of ion saturation current are plo
against the minor radius~r /a51 is the outer plasma edge! and the phase
angle relative to the magneticO point ~0° is the O point, 180° is theX
point!. The island is growing in graphs~a!–~c! and reached the saturatio
level in ~d!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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These contour plots illustrate several key behaviors
the magnetic islands. The ion saturation current perturba
is centered at the islandO-point at a minor radius ofr /a
50.654. The pressure perturbation decays both radially
toroidally from the islandO point. The size and extent of th
perturbation both follow the behavior of the magnetic pert
bation, featuring a small perturbation that grows over a 1 ms
period and then saturates at a constant magnitude. The d
nant perturbation occurred over a 1 cm region extending
from r /a'0.615– 0.692. This size agrees with estimates
the magnetic island size from magnetic measurements b
on the island width equation

W54S rqBr

mq8Bp
D 1/2

'1 cm, ~2!

whereW is the magnetic island width,r is the minor radius
of the island,q is the safety factor,Br is the magnitude of the
magnetic perturbation from the island,m is the mode num-
ber, q8 is the local shear inq, and Bp is the poloidal field
strength.35 The perturbation was not exclusively confined
the estimated island width of 1 cm, but appeared to so
degree over the entire outer minor radius.

Further information about the perturbation can be
quired by focusing on the behavior of theO andX points of
the magnetic island~Fig. 5!. Early in time att52.5–3 ms

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for later times when the 2/1 magnetic islan
saturated. The saturated island width extended over the 1 cm regions
r /a'0.615– 0.692.

FIG. 5. Ion saturation current as a function of the minor radius plotted at
O and X points of a small 2/1 magnetic island from Fig. 3~a!, and for a
saturated island from Fig. 4~c!.
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there is little difference between theO and X point radial
profiles, as expected for small island sizes. When the isl
has saturated att55.5– 6 ms, the perturbation at theO point
increased in magnitude from the magnetic island region
to the plasma edge. A flat region existed at the center of
perturbation atr /a50.654 from the local peak in the ion
saturation current. TheX point profile remains unchanged b
the island growth. This behavior suggests that the pres
perturbation was largely confined to the region near theO
point.

IV. ION VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

Local measurements of the ion fluid both inside a
around the 2/1 magnetic islands using the Mach probe
tem made two key velocity observations on the HBT–
tokamak. First, the ion velocity profile had a large peak
cated near the center of the 2/1 magnetic island. Figur
plots the radial profile of the toroidal ion velocity. A larg
peak in the velocity profile occurs at the location of the 2
magnetic island. Second, the ion velocity at this peak w
significantly lower than the magnetic island velocit
HBT–EP observed similar velocity behavior as seen on
COMPASS-C14 and JFT-2M tokamaks.15 Figure 7 compares
the velocity of the 2/1 magnetic island and the local ion flu
at the island, observing a factor of 3 difference between
velocities.

is
m

e

FIG. 6. Ion velocity as a function of minor radius. Cross-hatched reg
indicates the location of the 2/1 magnetic island.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the 2/1 magnetic island and ion fluid velocity at
magnetic island as a function of time.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Further experiments with active rotation control demo
strated that the acceleration experienced by the ion flui
only 20% of that experienced by the magnetic island. Ro
tion control provides an external means of altering the m
netic island motion.4–6 During frequency ramps, the fre
quency of the RMP~resonant magnetic perturbation! is
linearly swept in time. The changing frequency of the RM
drives a changing island velocity, thereby accelerating or
celerating the island. Figures 8~a! and 8~c! plot the frequen-
cies of the RMP used for rotation control, the magnetic
land, and the fluctuations in the ion saturation current. T
pressure perturbation followed changes in the island
quency, with the island and pressure perturbation frequen
equal during the rotation control. Rotation control also s
cessfully changed the ion fluid velocity@Figs. 8~b! and 8~d!#.
However, both the velocity and acceleration of the ions w
less than that of the magnetic island, with the ion fluid a
celeration being only 20% of the magnetic island accele
tion.

V. EXPERIMENTAL MODELING

Two interesting features emerge from the ion fluid v
locity measurements. First, the ion velocity is less than t
of the 2/1 magnetic island, as shown in Fig. 7. Second,
ion velocity is peaked within the magnetic island, as sho
in Fig. 6. Both these features are consistent with stand
neoclassical theory36 when combined with two simplifying
assumptions. The first assumption is that the magnetic is
moves with the electron fluid. Standard neoclassical the
decomposes the electron and ion flows into field-aligned
toroidal components. Since the field-aligned flows do
create an observable frequency, the first assumption imp
the frequency of the magnetic island is proportional ton/R
times the toroidal electron flow. The island frequen
v island, is equal to the toroidal mode number,n, times the
sum of theE3B and electron diamagnetic frequencies. T
second assumption is that the ion flow is reduced sign
cantly by interactions with neutral particles. The ion flow
forced to nearly vanish in the laboratory frame of referen
Since the ion diamagnetic frequency is directed opposi

FIG. 8. Effect of active rotation on the 2/1 magnetic island, pressure
turbation, and ion velocity.~a! and~c! plot the external perturbation and th
effect on the magnetic island and pressure perturbation.~b! and~d! plot the
ion fluid velocity near the magnetic island. The straight lines in~b! and~d!
indicate the change in the velocity during the control period.
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from the electrons, the neutral drag on the ions force thE
3B flow to be in the electron diamagnetic drift directio
and this further increases the natural frequency of the m
netic island.

Analyses of measurements of the magnetic island m
tion in the ASDEX32 and COMPASS-C14 tokamaks support
the first assumption. In each case, the observed frequenc
the magnetic island is similar to the toroidal rotation veloc
of the electron fluid,v island'nve . In tokamaks, the variation
in the strength of the toroidal magnetic field with major r
dius dampens the plasma flow in the poloidal direction37

Two flux functions, the field-aligned flow and the toroid
flow can describe the mass flow. In neoclassical theory,
field-aligned flow is the poloidal flow and is strongl
damped, leaving only the toroidal component.37,38 This
sharply increases the predicted toroidal velocity magnitu
according to the relation32,39

nT;n i5
BT

BP
•n' , ~3!

wherenT is the toroidal velocity,n i is the velocity parallel to
the magnetic field,BT and BP are the toroidal and poloida
magnetic fields. Based on this damping, the diamagn
term for the ionsv* i is

v* i5
1

2pR

¹pi

qinBp
, ~4!

where¹pi is the ion pressure gradient,R is the major radius,
qi is the ion charge, andn is the plasma density. There is
similar expression for the electron diamagnetic frequen
v* e .

Although the ion and electron fluid flows are sensitive
the pressure gradient, the observed island frequency is p
ably independent of the diamagnetic flows. This is beca
the pressure gradient, and hence the diamagnetic freque
go to zero within the magnetic island. Theoretical mod
suggested that the profile changes from magnetic island
ter the diamagnetic velocity.40–42 A two-fluid simulation of
the effect of magnetic islands on the pressure calculated
the gradient inside the magnetic island would decay to n
zero,¹p;0, on the order oftR/10, a tenth of the resistive
time scale. For HBT–EP, this time is;0.45 ms, or approxi-
mately 1/16 of the plasma shot length. Finn also performe
two-fluid plasma simulation demonstrating that magnetic
lands alter the pressure profile, which in turn changed
diamagnetic velocity and hence the ion velocity. These sim
lations differed, however, on the extent of the pressure fl
tening. In the Scott simulation the pressure flattened over
entire magnetic island once the island was larger than
critical width for sound flattening, which for HBT–EP i
Wsound;2.4 cm. Finn determined that the flattening was
function of ratio of the ion sound speed to the Alfve´n speed
for the propagation of magnetic fluctuations. For HBT–E
this ratio is

cS

nAlfvén
;0.03 . ~5!

r-
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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This value corresponds to a reduction of the pressure gr
ent over only a portion of the island. Fitzpatrick determin
a similar result using a diffusion-based model for the flatt
ing of the temperature and density profiles. Tokamaks
size of HBT–EP would not expect complete flattening of t
density profile inside the magnetic island until the width
greater than the critical widthWdens;3 cm. Temperature
profile flattening was predicted for islands larger th
Wtemp;0.8 cm. These differing expectations necessitate
measurement of both the pressure perturbations from
magnetic island, and the effect on the ion velocity profi
Although a region with¹p;0 is observed in Fig. 5 at theO
point, the behavior differs from flattening models. TheO
point perturbation increases the ion saturation current in
ticular over the magnetic island region, but also over the
of the outer radius of the plasma, extending to the plas
edge.

The second assumption is that charge exchange reac
between the ion fluid and neutral gas atoms dampen the
flow. Experiments on the TEXT~Texas Experimental Toka
mak! experiment determined that the inclusion of neut
damping and diamagnetic effects allowed the successful
diction of the ion velocity profile.43 The charge exchang
removes the ion momentum from the system and introdu
a new stationary ion. The model reduces the ion velocity
a factorFcx ,

v i5Fcxv i No cx5Fcx~vE2v* i !. ~6!

Fcx ranges in value from 0<Fcx<1, where one correspond
to no effect from the neutrals, and zero corresponds to
complete suppression of the flow~from high neutral densi-
ties!.

Combining these two assumptions allows for the mod
ing of the ion velocity behavior observed in HBT–EP. Pre
sure flattening at the magnetic island allows the estimatio
the neutral damping termFcx at the magnetic island. Whe
the pressure gradient is zero, the diamagnetic term is z
v* i;0, which reduces the velocity equation to

v i5FcxvE . ~7!

For a 2/1 magnetic island withn51, the electron velocity
equation reduces to

ve5v island5vE . ~8!

The ratio of the two gives

v i

ve
5Fcx . ~9!

Magnetic island velocity measurements determine the e
tron velocity andE3B flow at the island location. This
value, combined with the ion velocity, gives the neut
damping term at the magnetic island as

Fcx'31%. ~10!

The diamagnetic and neutral damping terms can be c
bined with measurements ofv i to solve Eq.~6! for the vE

term. The diamagnetic term is estimated based on the
saturation current measurements of the probe system. Fi
9~a! plotsv i , FcxvE , and2Fcxv* i as functions of the nor-
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malized minor radius. The large peak in the ion velocity
readily attributed to the elimination of the diamagnetic te
inside the magnetic island. The neutral damping reduced
overall magnitude of the velocity terms. Examining the v
locity profiles in the absence of the magnetic island furth
highlights the importance of the islands in determining t
ion velocity profile. The pressure perturbation due to t
magnetic island is confined largely to the magneticO point.
Thus, theX point corresponds to the unperturbed press
profile and can be used to calculatev* i without the island.
The perturbation in the ion velocity is eliminated by repla
ing the peak atr /a50.654 with the interpolated value from
the surrounding data points. Figure 9~b! showsv i , FcxvE ,
and 2Fcxv* i with the island perturbations in the pressu
and velocity removed. The electric field and diamagne
terms outside the island region are similar to the previo
case. The key effect of the magnetic island is to locally fl
ten the velocity profile, eliminating the local diamagne
velocity. This creates a distinct, local increase in the ion fl
velocity.

When the diamagnetic term goes to zero, the ion fl
moves atFcxvE , the electric field velocity multiplied by the
neutral damping term. This behavior agrees with two-flu
simulations that predict pressure flattening inside
island.40 This flattening leads to the dominance of the elect
field term in the velocity equation. The limited radial exte
of the velocity perturbation agrees with predictions of lim
ited pressure profile flattening for plasma parameters typ
of HBT–EP.41,42 This model suggests that magnetic islan
produce distinct, localized perturbations in the ion veloc
that are consistent with changes in the diamagnetic velo
term in the presence of poloidal flow damping, and assum
that the electric field is unperturbed by the presence of
magnetic island. Furthermore, the presence of charge
changing damping of the ion flow could potentially expla
the reduced velocity and acceleration of the ion fluid as co
pared to that of the 2/1 magnetic island~Fig. 8!.

FIG. 9. The diamagnetic, electric field, and neutral damping contribution
the ion velocity as functions of the minor radius.~a! includes the pressure
and velocity perturbations from the 2/1 island, and~b! is with these pertur-
bations removed.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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VI. DISCUSSION

The measurement of the pressure perturbations f
magnetic islands on HBT–EP extends the range of prev
probe experiments. The ability to measure minor radial
sitions from 0.577<r /a<1.0 substantially expands the rang
of observation. Previously, measurements of pressure pe
bations from islands with probes were confined to the e
region of tokamaks.19 Most other probe systems focused
turbulence measurements at the edge of differ
devices.18,44,45

Application of the Hilbert transform to convert the da
to a co-rotating frame complements multichord and mu
point measurements of the pressure perturbation. This n
application of the transform enabled a single probe to rep
duce results similar to electron cyclotron emissions~ECE!
and other multiple detector diagnostic systems.27–30,33 The
phase information allowed the reconstruction of the magn
island perturbation with a single moveable diagnostic an
reasonable number of plasma shots.34 This can be compared
to ECE, which requires a large number of expensive de
tors. This feature could translate into significant cost a
design savings, and encourage more research into the u
moveable detectors for magnetic island studies. It also
creases the usefulness of probes in island studies by redu
the size of the probe required to track the pressure and
locity effects.21 Finally, the Hilbert transform can serve a
the basis for improved island analysis methods. The suc
of its application to rotation control studies will hopeful
drive the development of new methods for applicatio
where the Hilbert transform assumptions are not met, p
ticularly for island locking and stationary perturbation stu
ies.

Ion velocity measurements determined that the ion fl
and magnetic islands have different velocities, as well
different accelerations under rotation control. The ion vel
ity profile is peaked at the island, with this peak veloc
being less that the magnetic island velocity. This behavio
consistent with a two-fluid model that includes diamagne
and neutral damping effects. Pressure flattening inside
magnetic island could reduce the diamagnetic velocity te
increasing the ion velocity. The radial extent of this veloc
perturbation is equal to or smaller than the magnetic isl
size, in agreement with theories predicting pressure flat
ing over only a portion of the magnetic island.40–42 Neutral
damping may account for the difference between the
fluid and magnetic island velocities.43 The combination of
diamagnetism and neutral damping may help explain
complex velocity behavior observed on HBT–EP, and off
the potential to explain the ion fluid and island motion o
served on COMPASS-C14 and JFT-2M.15

The interaction between the magnetic island and
plasma highlight the need for further measurements of
effect of islands on the pressure and velocity profiles. M
surements of the effect of the island at theO and X points
have determined different results on differe
machines.2,27,28,30This behavior highlights the need to me
sure, rather than simply assume, what effect the island ha
the pressure profile. Velocity measurements suggest the
Downloaded 06 Jan 2003 to 128.59.51.159. Redistribution subject to AI
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teraction between the island and pressure profile can in
alter the ion velocity. These factors highlight the need
models that combine the effects of the islands on both
pressure and velocity profiles.41

Understanding the effect of magnetic islands on the pr
sure and ion velocity profiles is crucial for both fundamen
plasma studies and the development of more efficient to
maks using advanced tokamak~AT! concepts. For funda-
mental studies, magnetic island research can provide
means to test theories about the interaction between m
netic fields and the ion and electron fluids. AT desi
concepts46,47 depend on the ability of active rotation contr
to suppress magnetic islands and resistive wall modes.48 An
understanding of how the magnetic islands, pressure and
locity profiles, and external control systems interact is
quired to insure the successful operation of new tokam
designs.
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